
PTAC/PDE Equity
and Inclusion
Initiative Rural
Teacher Survey



Grade Levels Taught by Respondents
(some teach more than one level)
Pre-K = 8
Primary (K-2) = 40
Intermediate (3-5) = 62
Middle School (6-8) = 66
High School (9-12) = 82

PA Department of Education Equity Definition
"Every student having access to the educational resources and
rigor they need at the right moment in their education across
race, gender, ethnicity, language, disability, religion, sexual
orientation, gender identity, family background and/or family
income."

Survey Notes
N = 176
All respondents
indicated that they are
current classroom
teachers who work with
students in public, rural
Pennsylvania schools.



Map of LEAs Represented by
Survey Data



What is your
personal definition
of "equity?" 

Most common responses fell

into these 4 categories
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Fairness (No detail on what is 'fair') (32%) 

All are provided what is needed to succeed (25%) 

Equal Opportunity (20%) 

Equal (same treatment for all) (15%) 
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Number of Responses



Before taking this
survey, were you
familiar with the
Pennsylvania
Department of
Education's
published definition
of "equity?"

No 
83.5%

Yes
16.5%

Pennsylvania Teachers Advisory Committee
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How well informed
do you feel about
being able to
promote equity (as
defined by PDE)
through your
teaching practices?

Mean: 7.48

Median: 8.00
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How much value do
you see in
promoting equity (as
defined by PDE)?

Mean: 8.97

Median: 9.50
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During your planning and
teaching practice, how
much focus do you put on
students understanding
the experiences and
perspectives of those with
different "races, genders,
ethnicities, languages,
disabilities, religions,
sexual orientations, gender
identities, family
backgrounds and family
incomes?"

Mean: 6.03
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In district/LEA provided
professional development
that you have participated in
during the last 5 years, how
much focus has been on
students and/or teachers
understanding the
experiences and perspectives
of those with different "races,
genders, ethnicities,
languages, disabilities,
religions, sexual orientations,
gender identities, family
backgrounds and family
incomes?"

Mean: 5.01

Median: 5.00
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What resources do
you use when
looking for
information about
equitable education
practices?
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Colleagues (38%) 

District/LEA PD Offerings (32%) 

Podcasts/Online Communities (30%) 

Books (30%) 

Journal Articles (26%) 

Webinars (22%) 

Conferences (21%) 

Intermediate Unit (11%) 

PDE Equitable Practices Hub (3%) 

Pennsylvania Teachers Advisory Committee
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Have not looked for information (30%)

Number of Responses



What professional
learning and
development do you
believe is necessary
to promote equity
(as defined by PDE)?

Most common responses. No

other responses above 5%
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Formal Training (Inservice, Webinar, etc.) (20%) 

None / I don't know (18%) 

Understanding LGBTQ+ (5%) 

General Equity Awareness (5%) 

Pennsylvania Teachers Advisory Committee

Survey of Rural PA Teachers, April 2021 

Number of Responses



What do you wish those making educational decisions
at the state level knew about educational equity and

professional development? 
Selected representative responses

Intermediate Teacher, Northeastern PA
Many educators don't know what they don't know. In rural
schools, the importance of professional development on

equity must be clear to educators. Recently, a virtual student
of color logged into a virtual class. She was walking around
the house with her computer with no lights on. The teacher

told the student, "you're really dark so it's hard to see you." The
child burst into tears and the teacher didn't understand why.

The teacher felt horrible but had no understanding of what she
had done to upset the student. Many of our students are

experiencing trauma caused by our own ignorance. This is
where effective professional development can help us.

K-12 Teacher, Southwestern PA
Sensitivity training would be helpful. Also, standardized tests

are inequitable. With not being able to even read test questions,
there is no way teachers even have a voice to make it fair. In

years past I heard there was a practice question that involved a
parking garage. My rural students have never seen one. 

Equity isn't a priority in my rural district with very little diversity;
however, for students in categories listed by PDE, it is

EXTREMELY important. They need to know they're
acknowledged, understood, & valued as a members of the

school community.

High School Teacher, North Central PA



What do you wish those making educational decisions
at the state level knew about educational equity and

professional development? 
Selected representative responses

 High School Teacher, Central PA
I had students tell me that their friend, a transgender student, doesn't feel safe using the restroom. Our building doesn't have a

single use bathroom so they need to go over to nurse to use the restroom. It takes a long time to get to that bathroom and back. 
 

We have students who come to me and say that they routinely hear classmates use transphobic, racist, or other derogatory
terms. While they aren't saying them directly to students who would be in those categories, they say them loudly and in such a

way that it can't help but be heard. Yet, because they aren't actively saying them "to" a student, they are not disciplined.
 

This is not to say that my administration doesn't care. They do. Any time I have brought a situation to their attention, they have
done the best they could. They say their hands are tied. Unless students cross a very distinct line, all that can be done is to tell

them to not say those things because we can't infringe on student beliefs. At what point though do we, as educators, take a
stand and say "no?" We need to be the adults who say, "You can have whatever belief you want, but you may NOT discuss things

that are cruel or harmful to others."



What do you wish those making educational decisions
at the state level knew about educational equity and

professional development? 
Selected representative responses

Middle School Teacher, Central PA
The pandemic revealed challenges rural districts face when
home internet access is unavailable or unreliable for many

families (including staff members). In some cases, this issue
is related to socioeconomic status, but many times it is an
infrastructure problem, as reliable internet service is simply

unavailable in all locations.

Intermediate Teacher, Central PA
There is much kindness in my district, but not a strong

understanding of trauma, poverty, racial or religious
differences. Teachers proceed with the books they know

(without characters of color), the activities they have always
done about religious holidays (without much consideration

of those in the minority), and annoyance with the behavior of
students (without adjusting the the trauma the child has

experienced). There is a strong lift-yourself-by-your-
bootstraps ethos in our area, which makes many teachers

blind to the fact that many of our students simply don't have
any bootstraps.

If people would treat others with dignity there is no need for
equity training. If we just treat ALL the same and not divide

people by identity, Pennsylvania will be ahead.

High School Teacher, Southwestern PA



What do you wish those making educational decisions
at the state level knew about educational equity and

professional development? 
Selected representative responses

Primary Teacher, Southwestern PA
I have an economically disadvantaged first grade student. Her parents can't read and therefore can't help the student with
her assignments. The parents do not encourage the child to complete assignments. This has led to this student not caring

if she does well in school or not. She often chooses not to complete work in school which was leading to failure. I have
taken extra time with this student and she has progressed from failing all subjects to passing during the 3rd term - and

even getting A's during this last term. I have a small class of 15 students so I could take the time to work more with this one
student. However, if I had a typical student load of 20+ students individualizing courses to meet specific needs and reach
specific populations is much more difficult. Equity demands that teachers be able to personalize learning and get to really

know each students. It is impossible to do so when teaching classes with more than 20 students. 



What do you wish those making educational decisions
at the state level knew about educational equity and

professional development? 
Selected representative responses

High School Teacher, South Central PA
I think more needs to be done to help low-income students

persevere and see their worth. When I look at PDE's "list", I see
these students as the least talked about because their issue

isn't necessarily tied to identity. It is tied to circumstance, which
is often seen as a choice. Being low income isn't a choice

students get to make.

Elementary Teacher, Northeastern PA
At a recent faculty meeting our principal put together a list of
examples of students who have experienced terrible trauma
caused by abuse, family incarceration, poverty, family drug

and alcohol abuse, homelessness, and/or other out-of-
school factors. He asked teachers to read the examples and
determine which were our students this year. All were. Most
teachers had no idea the scope of the problem in our school
of 250 students. This drove teachers to have conversations
about changing practices to better support all students and

being more trauma informed as a school. It led to
meaningful change and more equitable practices.

K-12 Teacher, Southwestern PA
We can achieve equity without pitting races or identity groups

against each other. Rhetoric matters when trying to reach
equity. 



What do you wish those making educational decisions
at the state level knew about educational equity and

professional development? 
Selected representative responses

Middle School Teacher, Central PA
Students' understanding of the experiences and perspectives of

those with different "races, genders, ethnicities, languages,
disabilities, religions, sexual orientations, gender identities,

family backgrounds and family incomes" - what does this have
to do with teaching core subject matter? If the topic arises - we

address it. I address some during World History - again in
context of subject matter.

Intermediate Teacher, Southwestern PA
Teachers need more education on how to correctly interact
with students of differing ethnicities and religions as well as
those students who are struggling with gender identity. I also
feel that teachers need resources on these subjects to help

diversify our curricula.

High School Teacher, Southwestern PA
It takes money to make things equitable. Our district is low-
income, low-tax base, low everything. We get no funding to

increase equity.

Middle School Teacher, North Central PA
I would love to see more trauma informed training and I wish
we had the resources needed to provide books, and more to

our students. Forcing teachers to find resources on their
own takes time away from us learning about our students

and trying to figure out the best way to help them succeed. 



PTAC is a non-profit organization. Members
are active K-12 classroom teachers who have

been recognized for teaching excellence at
the state, national, and/or international level

representing every region of the state and
every subject area. To learn more and apply

for membership, visit our website.

 

About the
Pennsylvania

Teachers Advisory
Committee (PTAC)

Website: www.PTACvoice.org

Email:  ptacinfo@ptacvoice.org

Contact Information

To ensure essential decisions
that impact students

 are informed by expert teachers

Mission: 


